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Execu�ve Summary

America is facing challenging times.  The collapse and bailout of cor-

nerstone Wall Street �irms is just the latest in a string of bad economic 

news.  The United States continues to fall behind the rest of the devel-

oped world in addressing climate change and must play catch-up at 

the same time that energy prices reach historic highs.

This policy brief recommends the greater use of cost-bene�it 

 analysis—properly reformed—to help the next presidential admin-

istration address these compounded threats.  Cost-bene�it analysis 

recognizes the need for regulation to account for failures of the mar-

ketplace, but also seeks to achieve the greatest results at the lowest 

cost.  It is the right tool for an administration facing several expensive 

threats in lean economic times.

Over the past thirty years, cost-bene�it analysis has generally been 

associated with broad antiregulatory efforts.  This results more from 

history than from any conceptual basis.  However, in part because of 

this history, there are several biases in the methodologies and uses of 

cost-bene�it analysis that must be eliminated before it can truly be-

come a neutral tool of policy analysis.

Both to signal a commitment to cost-bene�it analysis and to engage in 

appropriate reforms of the technique, the next administration should 

issue an Executive Order within the �irst 100 days of of�ice, reautho-

rizing and reforming the regulatory review process.  This policy brief 

closes with a markup of the Clinton-era Executive Order to provide 

direction for those reforms.
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Three Fronts Collide

The bad economic news has been well documented.  The recent �i-

nancial bailout of Wall Street is only the latest example of an unbal-

anced economy.  

A variety of key economic indictors that track growth in production, 

GNP, and jobs have lagged for well 

over a year.  Financial markets 

have suffered serious losses.  

The  home foreclosure crisis has 

threatened the most valuable asset 

that many American families hold.  

The primary debates between 

economists turn on how bad the 

situation is and how bad it will get before things turn around.  

The recent economic crisis comes on the heels of an economic ex-

pansion whose gains were largely concentrated among the wealthiest 

Americans.  While there had been robust economic growth by many 

indicators in the recent expansion, the average take-home wages of 

middle- and working-class Americans have remained stagnant.  In�la-

tion in key areas, including health care, education, gasoline, and food, 

has added to the “crunch” felt by the American middle class.

 

Internationally, the value of the U.S. dollar has declined in the face 

of long periods of high trade de�icits and growing national debt.  

The next administra�on 
will inherit a country 
facing three severe crises.

Facing the Storm



The war and occupation in Iraq will continue to impose costs on 

the national security budget for years to come.  Outdated infra-

structure, inadequate access to health care, and the need to rein-

vest in education to maintain a competitive workforce in the glob-

al economy are all pressing budgetary demands on government.

At the same time that domestic and global economic concerns have 

become paramount, the United States must address the next genera-

tion of environmental, health, and safety threats.  Many of the key stat-

utes and regulations in areas like pollution control, workplace safety, 

and natural resource management are outdated.  New threats are not 

addressed, and old threats are addressed in outmoded ways.

Climate change and clean energy pose great challenges for policymak-

ers.  Reducing emissions of greenhouse gases—while maintaining 

quality of life for all Americans—

will require sweeping changes 

in many sectors of the economy.  

Housing, transportation, manufac-

turing, agriculture—all will be se-

riously affected by climate change 

action.  

These changes will not be easy, but the consequences of not acting are 

even more severe.  The threats from climate change have been well ex-

plained, and the consensus of the international scienti�ic community 

has only grown as the evidence of human impacts on climate contin-

ues to mount.  Rising sea levels, the potential for more severe weather, 

effects on agriculture, the spread of tropical diseases, increased insta-

bility in the developing world, and the creation of “climate refugees”:  

these are all very real threats.  Giving up on greenhouse gas controls 

and simply allowing the potentially catastrophic effects of climate 

change is not a legitimate option.

As the long-term threats of climate change have become clearer, the 

short-term consequences of energy insecurity have risen to the top 

of the nation’s agenda.  For decades, the United States has pursued 

short-sighted policies that have left Americans exposed to turbulent 

markets for fossil fuels, at a time when growth in the developing world 

and a tightening of supply have produced historically high oil prices. 
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Ignoring climate change 
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The Cost Bene�it-Compass

In order to address climate change and energy security, a major rethink-

ing of our energy infrastructure is necessary, especially over the long 

term.  The twin goals of energy security and reduction in carbon emis-

sions can be mutually reinforcing, if wise policy options are chosen.  The 

challenge for the next administration is to �ind policies that produce 

simultaneous economic, environmental, and energy bene�its, rather 

than force these policy goals to �ight each other in a lose-lose battle.

Rebuilding the Ship

Reinvigorating the regulatory state will be central to facing the cur-

rent crises.  

Bold programs will fail unless properly implemented.  In our complex 

and interdependent world, action at the congressional and presiden-

tial levels is important, but the everyday work of federal agencies is 

where a great deal of government power is exercised.  Without intel-

ligent regulation, policy developed 

in Congress and the White House 

will not be effective.

In addition, many current regula-

tory regimes impose unnecessary 

costs or fail to maximize environ-

mental or public health bene�its.  

Outdated regulations do not take 

into account technological development, changes in market condi-

tions, or new scienti�ic knowledge.  In times of economic crisis, it is 

important to recognize that regulations impose economic costs and 

must be designed to generate the highest possible rate of return. 

In part because economic development and strong regulation have 

been seen as competing priorities, underregulation and outdated 

regulatory approaches have become common.  Known environmental 

and public health threats are not addressed.  Energy infrastructure 

has developed without suf�icient incentives for conservation and in-

vestment in alternative sources.  Inadequate enforcement resources

3

Administra�ve agencies 
write and enforce the 
rules that implement a 
President’s vision.



4

plague many agencies, reducing incentives for �irms to comply with 

regulations.

As we have seen with recent high-pro�ile events in the �inancial sec-

tor, however, strong regulation can be  essential to economic develop-

ment.  There are many other areas in which the bene�its of regulation 

are less obvious, but no less important.  Without regulation, uncon-

trolled pollution imposes public health costs on third parties, poor 

quality products undermine consumer con�idence, and workers can-

not count on safe workplace conditions. 

A strong system of regulation is a basic part of a functioning modern 

economy.  The costs of a system that is too lax, or that has become 

outmoded and archaic, are grave.  To address the current crises and 

to prevent both future catastrophes and the “silent killers” that qui-

etly damage public health or  sap economic potential, the next admin-

istration will have to rebuild a stronger, smarter regulatory system. 

Pulling Together

Efforts to act decisively in the face 

of the current crisis will be  severely 

undermined if a political coalition  

in support of a newly active role 

for the federal government cannot 

be built.  However, building that 

coalition will not be easy.

Entrenched interests often oppose 

innovation within federal agencies.  Budgets for enforcement are an 

easy target during times of budgetary cutbacks.   Many Americans 

have lost faith in the ability of the government to deliver public health 

and environmental bene�its without imposing unnecessary costs on 

the economy.

At the same time, groups that have traditionally advocated for greater 

regulation have grown skeptical of attempts made by past administra-

tions to control how agencies regulate.  Most importantly, the process 

of regulatory review, which has been in place since the early years of 

Business interests and civil 
society groups must put 
aside past fights over the 
regulatory system.



The Cost-Bene�it Compass

the Reagan administration, has been broadly opposed by many envi-

ronmental, labor, and consumer organizations.

To build the political coalition necessary to face the perfect storm of 

economic, environmental, and energy challenges, the next administra-

tion will have to convince skeptics on both sides of the political spec-

trum.  Unless some consensus can be developed to rebuild a regula-

tory system that is capable of addressing these threats, there will be 

little that a new administration can do.
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Advantages of Cost-Benefit Analysis

By studying and estimating the consequences of regulation, and iden-

tifying the policy options that maximize net bene�its, cost-bene�it 

analysis holds out great promise as a rational point of agreement 

among diverse interests.

Cost-bene�it analysis is a systemat-

ic tool for evaluating public policy.  

Before a regulation is adopted, the 

positive and negative impacts are 

anticipated and monetized so they 

can be compared.  Regulations 

pass a cost-bene�it test if they maximize net bene�its.

When used properly, cost-bene�it analysis can cut down on the in-

�luence of ideology and special-interest politics. America deserves 

an administration that is focused on sound analysis, evidence-based 

decisionmaking, and a pragmatic and pluralistic approach to public 

policy.   By recognizing that trade-offs are an inherent part of making 

choices, while at the same time refusing to allow those trade-offs to 

paralyze decisionmaking, the next administration can demonstrate 

its willingness to make hard choices that lead to genuine solutions for 

the problems affecting average Americans.  Cost-bene�it analysis can 

help achieve those results.

 

Cost-benefit analysis 
is used to iden�fy and 
 quan�fy the impacts of 
regula�on.

Smarter Regula�on
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Because of its focus on ensuring that net bene�its are maximized, cost-

bene�it analysis is even more important during a time of economic cri-

sis.  While it is not accounted for in the budgetary process, new regula-

tory programs also “spend” money by imposing compliance costs, and 

cost-bene�it analysis can be used to ensure that this money is spent 

wisely.  Cost-bene�it analysis can also be used to improve overall well-

being by identifying new regulations that can extract net bene�its by 

correcting unaddressed market failures.

Finally, cost-bene�it analysis can help build and maintain political sup-

port for strong regulatory programs.  The public will not support pro-

grams it perceives as captured by narrowly focused or ideologically 

driven interests.  However, Americans are willing to support regula-

tion that solves signi�icant failures of the marketplace, and cost-bene-

�it analysis can show where new or strengthened regulations are justi-

�ied on economic terms.

Cu�ng Across Regulatory Areas

Cost-bene�it analysis cuts across 

all regulatory areas to �ind ef�icient 

mechanisms to achieve social goals 

at the lowest cost.  Unlike speci�ic 

programs designed to achieve envi-

ronmental and economic goals—like 

“green jobs” or subsidies to alterna-

tive energy sources—cost-bene�it 

analysis places the entire federal regulatory apparatus in the service 

of maximizing net bene�its. 

Cost-bene�it analysis can have  important payoffs in improving the ra-

tionality of the regulatory state and generating economic opportunity.  

Programs that address traditional environmental threats can be up-

dated to deliver greater bene�its at lower costs.  New programs can 

be designed to spur innovation and generate economic development.  

Smart regulation can generate synergistic economic, environmental, 

and energy gains.

Rather than a substan-
�ve policy, cost-benefit 
analysis is an approach 
to policymaking.



By focusing on cost-bene�it analysis and economic ef�iciency as a 

cross-cutting issue, the next administration can show its commitment 

both to good decisionmaking and to pursuing effective government 

action that improves the lives of all Americans.

The Current System

Of course, cost-bene�it analysis is not a new idea.  Cost-bene�it analy-

sis has been required for major federal regulations under Executive 

Orders that have been in place since the early days of the Reagan ad-

ministration.  Both Democratic and Republican administrations have 

recognized the value of central review based on rigorous analysis of 

the economic costs and bene�its of regulation. 

Under the current Executive Order, the Of�ice of Information and Reg-

ulatory Affairs (OIRA) within the Of�ice of Management and Budget 

(OMB) is charged with reviewing the cost-bene�it analyses produced 

by agencies and ensuring that net bene�its are maximized.  OIRA has 

a large degree of power to stop regulations from moving forward, and 

has been sharply criticized for slowing down the regulatory process 

without improving the quality of regulations. 

The system, while imperfect, has likely contributed to more rational 

regulation in many ways.  Administrations favorable to economic in-

terests have been convinced to undertake environmental programs 

that are supported by solid cost-bene�it analysis.  Administrations 

that are more focused on environmental and public health issues have 

pursued those goals in more cost-effective ways.  Over the years, the 

back and forth between agencies and OIRA has helped build a more 

sophisticated apparatus within agencies to analyze the implications 

of their decisions.

However, the full potential for cost-bene�it analysis has not been real-

ized because of important biases in its methodology and uses.  For the 

next administration to capitalize on the ability of cost-bene�it analy-

sis to drive an effective regulatory agenda, these biases must be ad-

dressed.
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Fixing Biases in Review

While cost-bene�it analysis has been a useful tool to pursue economic 

ef�iciency and wealth-maximizing regulation, distorting biases have 

been incorporated into both the methodology of the technique and 

how it is used.  These biases have contributed to suboptimal levels of 

regulation and inaction on a host of pressing environmental, public 

health, and energy issues.

Traditionally, cost-bene�it analysis 

tends to be used as a mechanism 

to check agency action, but it has 

rarely been used to guard against 

agency inaction.  For this reason, 

regulatory review has come under legitimate criticism as promoting 

regulatory ossi�ication and paralysis.  Also, deregulatory  decisions 

have, at times, been subjected to less strict review than regulatory de-

cisions.  This is problematic because inef�icient deregulation can be 

just as costly, in terms of social well-being, as inef�icient regulation.

In addition to institutional biases, there are many substantive biases 

in the methodology of cost-bene�it analysis that tend to have anti-

regulatory results.  For example, much attention has been paid to the 

“countervailing risks” of regulation—where the secondary effects of 

a regulation impose social costs—but less attention has been paid 

to the “ancillary bene�its” of regulation.  The distributional effects 

of regulation are inadequately examined, raising the possibility that 

certain groups are systematically under served or over burdened by 

regulation.  There are many similar substantive biases that should be 

9
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addressed in order to build support for expanded use of cost-bene�it 

analysis.  

For the thirty years of its use, cost-bene�it analysis has been opposed 

by many of the groups that represent  interests protected by regula-

tion—including environmental and labor groups.  The opposition of 

these groups to cost-bene�it analysis has historical, rather than con-

ceptual, origins.  Because cost-bene�it analysis has traditionally been 

closely linked with deregula-

tory and antiregulatory ef-

forts, groups that promote 

regulation have not seen the 

technique as serving their in-

terests.  

Fair cost-bene�it analysis, 

however, will often support 

strong regulation.  Consideration of ancillary bene�its, for example, 

will tend to increase regulatory stringency.  Removing other antiregu-

latory biases—such as discounting bene�its to future generations at 

constant rates found in �inancial markets—will improve the ef�iciency 

of regulations, but also help reassure groups that have tended to op-

pose the use of cost-bene�it analysis and regulatory review.

The following principles should guide efforts by the next administra-

tion to reform cost-bene�it analysis and regulatory review:

Review should look not only for overregulation, 
but also underregulation and poorly structured 
regulation.  While overregulation imposes unneces-

sary costs, and should be avoided, a lack of regulation 

or overly lax standards can also have signi�icant nega-

tive consequences in the form of reduced social wel-

fare.

Distributional analysis is needed to avoid unjust 
regulatory impacts.  Cost-bene�it analysis generally 

excludes concerns over how regulatory costs and bene-

�its are distributed.  Distributional analysis,  conducted 

on a central and holistic level, rather than on an  

The U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Ninth Circuit recently over-
turned light truck regula�ons 
for inadequate considera�on of 
ancillary benefits.
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ad hoc or case-by-case basis, should ensure a fairer 

and more reasonable regulatory system.

Regulation is just as likely to generate ancillary 
bene�its as countervailing risks.  To ensure an ac-

curate and complete analysis of regulation, agencies 

must take a broad view of bene�its as well as costs and 

must not ignore bene�its that seem intangible or dif-

�icult to monetize. 

Estimates of compliance costs should recognize 
that industry can and will adapt to regulatory 
changes.  Estimates of compliance costs are too fre-

quently based on the price of end-of-pipe equipment, 

ignoring the possibility of technological advancements 

and production process improvements.  Accurate ac-

counting of regulatory costs, based on neutral, peer-

reviewed data and a dynamic view of the marketplace, 

is needed to ensure ef�icient levels of regulatory strin-

gency.

Intergenerational discounting is inappropriate.  

The constant discount rate used in �inancial markets is 

based, in part, on the preference of individuals to enjoy 

bene�its sooner rather than later.  These discount rates 

are inappropriate in the intergenerational context be-

cause distribution between individuals is the relevant 

question.  Other frameworks for determining obliga-

tions to future generations, including sustainable de-

velopment, utilitarianism, corrective justice, and the 

opportunity costs of regulation, should be used. 

Regulatory analysis should value mortality risks, 
not risks to incremental years or quality units.  

Measuring bene�its in terms of life-years or quality-

adjusted life-years (QALYs) is inconsistent with exist-

ing empirical evidence of how people value risk, and 

tends to devalue risk reductions for senior citizens 

and other vulnerable populations.  

11The Cost-Bene�it Compass



Transparency and public participation are essen-
tial.  Too often, executive review has been conducted in 

secrecy, with inadequate opportunity for public com-

ment.  Actions taken by central reviewers should be 

disclosed to the public.  Both the structure of executive 

review and the methodologies used to  evaluate  agency 

decisions should be subject to public comment.

Delayed or overly burdensome review must be 
avoided.  The analytic burdens imposed by central 

review on agencies should be proportionate to the na-

ture of the agency action under review.  The of�ice of 

executive review must be  appropriately staffed to en-

sure timely responses to agencies and avoid unneces-

sarily slowing the regulatory process.
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Improving the Compass

A new Executive Order authorizing review of agencies by OIRA is 

needed to signal the next administration’s commitment to balanced 

cost-bene�it analysis and smart, effective regulation.  

The new order should follow the principles described above, and 

should also require that agencies 

adhere to basic methodological 

standards, which can be provided 

on a general level in the order, and 

can be described in greater detail 

by OIRA.  While radical changes 

to the structure of review are not 

needed, many small changes to the  

focus of cost-bene�it analysis, as 

well as the methodologies, are 

needed to ensure balance of re-

view.

What follows is a mark-up of Executive Order 12866, adopted by Pres-

ident Clinton in 1993.  EO 12866 updated somewhat the Executive Or-

der adopted by President Reagan in 1981, and was used by President 

George W. Bush for the �irst six years of his term.  The Bush reforms in 

2006 did not substantially change the structure of review, and are not 

addressed here.

An Execu�ve Order revis-
ing the process of central 
review within the first 100 
days of a new administra-
�on will send a powerful 
message of commitment 
to cost-benefit principles.
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